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COMMANDER’S COLUMN
THE TEAM
directly contributing to the war effort for
Operation Enduring Freedom. I‘ll be
here for the rest of the year. The work
is meaningful but takes away from
family and friend, but not necessarily
from the commander duties this post
has entrusted me with.
I‘m always
appreciative of the support our
American Legion members have
shown me while deployed to austere
locations. You know well, because
you‘ve been there yourself.
So
working in the press box has been no
problem with my great assistant
coaches on the field. Just what the
heck is a ―Nittany Lion?‖ Back to the
game…

- Todd

I‘m reminded as I sit and watch NCAA
football on a crisp and cool Saturday
afternoon, how much our post
emulates the Penn State University
football team. If you‘re a fan of the
game, you‘ll know that Coach Joe
Paterno has been calling the games
from the press box of the stadium.
Many in our post may not know that
I‘ve been running our post from the
press box also. It works great when
you have an executive committee, and
leaders like John Kapsaroff, Norm
Harbaugh, and Herman Abernathy
working the game in the trenches of
the gridiron.
The post is always
making a first down, and scores often.
I‘ve never had to call a ―Hail Mary‖
pass to keep us in the game. And just
like Joe Pa returning to the field, I will
also return.
In all seriousness, I‘ve been on Temporary Duty (TDY) for almost two
months in the cornfields of Illinois,
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POST 134 CHRISTMAS
PARTY IS COMING!
Saturday, December, 17, 2011 11:30 AM
DRUID HILLS GOLF CLUB — 740 CLIFTON ROAD NE — RESERVATIONS REQUIRED!

Price “To Be Determined” by next issue of the BCR.
Stay tuned for more info in November. Save the date for now.
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“…BUT WORDS WILL NEVER HURT YOU”
Victor A. Mahoney - Editor Emeritus

How is your Arabic? I‘ll bet that you are familiar
with these words that appear almost daily in our
lives: Hamas; Hezbollah; Taliban; Al Quaida;
jihad; fatwa; mujahid; qu’an; Sharia; Shiite;
Sunni; imam; Islam; Muslim; infidel; Allah.
There are others, but these will do as starters.
Why should we bother ourselves with these
words? We see them; we hear them. Maybe we
grow weary or leery of them. Well, some wise
person long ago told us that we should always
know as much as possible about our enemies.
Familiarity with key words such as the above,
then, should help us when we read about or listen to accounts of the doings of jihadists or
imams or what the Shiites think of the Sunnis.
It‘s a busy world out there in the Middle East.
We have to keep up to know our enemy.
In recent past issues of this newsletter, I have
tried to emphasize that this war with Islamic extremists has been going on for quite a stretch
and, I fear, will go on ad infinitum. Why the pessimistic view? Simply put, we are not at war with
a state with which we could negotiate. We are at
war with zealots who use religion like a virus that
builds a burning fever in more than a billion of
the faithful. Through the hot teachings of the
Imams, those who do not embrace Allah and the
Sharia and the Qur'an are infidels and are to be
dealt with harshly. Christians and Jews are the
prime infidels. Even fellow Muslims who don‘t
embrace the cause are also up for extinction.
There are Muslims living here in the U.S. Are
they in on this centuries old jihad? We can‘t
think that way. We‘d be called racists or alarmists. Here‘s something, however, that is reality:
some recent surveys found that roughly 8% of
American Muslims go along with the use of suicide bombings to protect Islam. A much smaller
slice looks with favor on the doings of Al Quaida.

Our President Obama claims that we have close
to 7 million Muslims in our country. Take a little
slice of that pie and you have quite a piece to
handle. Pew Research gives us the survey.
If you need a state to look at as a threat during
these troubled times, hold off on China because
we owe her too much money. Russia? We are
still keeping her happy with concessions. Pakistan? We have to give her a back rub until we
finish in Afghanistan. Ah, here‘s one to concentrate on—Iran. It‘s racing toward nuclear power
and giving Israel and the U.S. the back of its
hand – and it‘s Islamic.
―Sticks and stones may break your bones but
words will never hurt you.”
Well, that‘s still true physically – but building your
vocabulary to understand your enemy makes
words important.
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THE STAR-SPANGLED SHORES OF TRIPOLI
BY STEPHEN MARMON—THE NEW YORK TIMES

Rebel forces in Libya raised their nation's old red, black
and green banner over Tripoli last month. As they move to
reclaim Libya from 40 years of tyrannical rule, we should
recall that our flag was raised there two centuries ago,
marking America's emergence as an international military
power.
After our Revolutionary War, the Barbary Coast pirates—
based in Libya, Tunisia, Algeria and Morocco—were a
major foreign-policy crisis for the new United States.
Since the 13th century those marauders had attacked European ships in the Mediterranean, freeing crews and cargoes
only after receiving ransom payments. Without the protection of the British or the French navy, American shipping
began to fall prey to the pirates in 1784.

brother Karamanli—plus nine Marines and 400 mercenaries
on a sun-baked, two-month march of 500 miles from Egypt
to Darnah, then Libya's second-largest city.
On April 27, 1805, after U.S. Navy ships bombarded the
town, more than 800 people were killed and 1,200 were
injured in a pitched battle. Marines then raised the 15-star
U.S. flag over Darnah's harbor fortress. Karamanli's forces
tried to retake the city, but the Americans and their allies
held them off and prepared to march west on Tripoli.
A month later, Karamanli signed a new treaty and released
the captain and crew of the Philadelphia (in exchange for
$60,000). He also kept his throne, forced his brother Hamet
back into exile, and a decade later was back to the same old
pirate attacks, until the U.S. and other countries stopped the
marauding for good.

More than one-fifth of U.S. trade then was with Mediterranean countries. As Michael Oren (now Israel's ambassador
to the U.S.) noted in his 2007 history of American involvement in the Mideast, "Power, Faith and Fantasy," enterprising early Americans could sell lumber, tobacco and
tools around the Mediterranean in exchange for delicacies
like capers, figs and raisins. A brisk business surrounded
the exchange of New England rum for Turkish opium.

But the American victory in 1805 established our new military prowess. Decatur was feted as a hero and the African
battle would be enshrined in the Marine Corps Hymn:

With the Barbary pirates threatening both profitable trade
and national pride, the new country was in a quandary. The
need to protect American shipping helped drive the argument for a new and stronger Constitution. James Madison
wrote in the Federalist Papers that only a more powerful
central government could ward off "the rapacious demands
of pirates and barbarians," while John Jay believed that the
"pirates of Tunis and Tripoli" would compel the feeble
American states to unite.

At a banquet honoring Decatur that fall, Francis Scott Key
read his new poem, "When the Warrior Returns," about the
battle in Darnah. In it was a phrase that would define his
country's banner for all time, a phrase he would use nine
years later while watching the British attack Fort McHenry:

It took 15 years, as well as payouts of tribute to African
pirates that sometimes cost 20% of the federal budget,
before the U.S. had a sizable Navy. But our fleet ran into
trouble after President Jefferson ordered the ships into
action. The flagship of the armada, the Philadelphia, foundered on a reef off Tripoli in October 1803. Yusuf Karamanli, ruler of what is now Libya, imprisoned the entire
307-man crew of the 36-gun frigate and aimed its cannon
at the rest of the U.S. fleet.
A daring raid by Navy Capt. Stephen Decatur set the ship
afire in February 1804, but the American expedition otherwise was frustrated. In 1805, William Eaton, who had
served previously as U.S. consul general in Tunis, organized a land attack on Libya. Determined to place a friend
on the Libyan throne, Eaton led a former Libyan pasha—
Hamet, who had been deposed and exiled by his younger

From the halls of Montezuma,
To the shores of Tripoli;
We fight our country's battles
In the air, on land, and sea.

And pale beamed the Crescent, its splendor obscured
By the light of the Star Spangled flag of our nation.
Where each radiant star gleamed a meteor of war,
And the turbaned heads bowed to its terrible glare.
That 1805 battle gave the U.S. both pride in its ability to use
force for just ends, and a phrase that has endured as a lasting symbol of the nation. It would be fitting if Libya's rebels, supported by America and her allies, soon have a new
moment of splendor as they raise their flag, with its crescent
and star, by the shores of Tripoli.
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IT’S HISTORY
Fort Monroe in Hampton is no longer an active
military base for the first time in 188 years. Will its
next role be as a national park?

By Kate Wiltrout, The Virginian-Pilot (Sept 16, 2011)
HAMPTON--There was a giant gold key, of course, to
symbolize the state of Virginia taking ownership of the
historic Army fort at the mouth of the Chesapeake. But
a far more powerful symbol of change had come minutes earlier in the Army deactivation ceremony at Fort
Monroe on Thursday, when Col. Anthony Reyes
"cased the fort's colors" to signal the end of the Army's
188-year presence here.
A soldier held one end of the post's red-and-gold flag
taut while Reyes, Fort Monroe's 115th and last commanding officer, rolled up the embroidered fabric,
placed it inside a cloth bag and fastened it tight.
"Today, the garrison colors have been cased for the
final time... never to be flown again," announcer
Chuck Valliant said, sparking a few gasps in the
crowd. Valliant choked up while narrating the fort's
history, pausing to collect himself after describing the
federal government's closure announcement in 2005.
After six years of anxiety and preparation, the casing
of the colors and a few speeches, the coastal fort built
after the British sailed up the Chesapeake and burned
Washington ceased the military role it has played
since 1823.
Unlike many military bases closed to save money, Fort
Monroe seems to have a bright future. Its eight miles
of waterfront and Bayfront beaches will remain open
to the public. Homes that have long sheltered soldiers'
families are available to renters. And more than a mil-

lion square feet of office and warehouse space is expected to lure small businesses and nonprofit organizations. The Fort Monroe Authority, a state entity led
by former Del. Glenn Oder, will manage the 565-acre
property and oversee limited development in certain
sections. But many believe the fort's best prospect is
inclusion in the national park system. Local, state and
federal officials say they're working toward that goal,
and a pending bill in Congress would designate much
of the acreage as a national park. Many hope President Barack Obama will accomplish that by declaring
Fort Monroe a national monument.
Thursday, though, the speeches focused less on the
future than on 400 years of history. Named Point
Comfort by the English settlers who founded Jamestown, the island near the mouth of the Chesapeake
Bay was home to a number of defensive fortifications
over two centuries. The task of designing a granite
bastion that would guard the entrance to the Bay fell
to Simon Bernard, one of Napoleon's military engineers. Construction - by slaves, Army convicts and
contract laborers - took more than a decade. The
seven-sided fort enclosed about 65 acres, but the military post eventually occupied hundreds more acres
outside its moat.
The fort was home to the Army's first training program,
an artillery school, and played a crucial role in the Civil
War. The Union retained control of the fort throughout
that conflict, using it as a base for campaigns against
the Confederates. It became a destination for thousands of enslaved Southerners in 1861, after three
slaves who escaped to Fort Monroe were granted
sanctuary by its Union commander. Gen. Robert
Cone, head of the Army's Training and Doctrine Command, said the post remained relevant even after
modern weapons eliminated the need for coastal defense. Headquartered at Fort Monroe, the training and
doctrine command, or TRADOC (pronounced traydock), was born out of the ashes of the Vietnam War.
The command led the Army's transition from the dark
days of Vietnam to its resurgence in the Cold War and
beyond.
"It can be fairly proclaimed that the Army profession
was launched here," Cone said. "As Fort Monroe was
a bellwether for the Army, it can now be so for the nation." Reyes echoed that theme in his remarks. The
Army base might be closing, he said, but Fort Monroe's role in U.S. history cannot be deactivated.
"Today is not about endings, it's not about sorrow, it's
not even about sadness," Reyes said. "It's about
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honor. Whenever Fort Monroe was called upon to
serve, it stood ready, proud and able. So today is
really the celebration of a new beginning for our
beloved freedom's fortress."
Gov. Bob McDonnell got laughs from the crowd when
he thanked the fort's "many advocates who emailed
me, minute by minute, over the past two years on that
subject," referring to citizen groups who insisted on
park service involvement even when that seemed
unrealistic.
"If Fort Monroe has to be closed and given to some-
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one, I can think of no better place to give it than the
Commonwealth of Virginia," McDonnell said. "My goal
is to preserve the incredible history embodied in the
beautiful buildings and grounds... as a place of education and history for future citizens."
A few minutes after the ceremony, authority staffers
put an "Open House/Now Leasing" sign outside one
grand home that used to be assigned to generals.
Curious onlookers began trickling into the high-ceiling
foyer.
One employee didn't waste a moment. "Let me give
you our price list," she said.

ADDITIONAL PROTECTIONS FOR MILITARY FUNERALS NOW IN PLACE
LAW PROTECTS GRIEVING FAMILY
SURVIVORS FROM PROTESTORS
Springfield, IL. – Protesters looking to disrupt military
funerals in Illinois will have some additional regulations to deal with now that new protections are in
place to protect the services from disruption. Changes to the ―Let Them Rest in Peace‖ Act,
cosponsored in the Senate by State Sen. Kyle
McCarter, were signed into law August 14.
―The disrespect some people and one particular
group have displayed during the funerals of our fallen
military has been shameful,‖ said McCarter
(R-Lebanon). ―These additional changes to the Let
Them Rest in Peace Act will better address the
insulting and disrespectful protests by such groups
as the so-called Westboro Baptist Church.‖
Under the new law, protesters must stay at least 300
feet away from a funeral or memorial service and
their demonstrations are prohibited from 30 minutes
before to 30 minutes after the service. The legislation applies to all funerals not strictly military
funerals. Prohibited conduct includes loud protests
of singing, chanting, whistling, or yelling with or
without noise amplification, displaying any visual
images that convey fighting words or actual or veiled
threats against any other person.
In addition to Illinois, a number of states have passed
similar laws regulating the time, manner and place
that such protests can occur. ―I‘m not worried about
whether this is somehow limiting the speech of these
protesters,‖ said McCarter. ―We believe the original
law and the new changes are written in a way that
they are constitutional.‖

Lawsuits over protests such as these have made it all
the way to the U.S. Supreme Court and while the high
court issued a ruling on March 2, 2001 upholding the
Westboro Baptist Church's right to picket a military
funeral, the court also ruled that state‘s are allowed to
regulate time, place and manner restrictions on
speech, which the new law seeks to do.
An initial violation under the law would be a Class C
misdemeanor; a second or subsequent violation would
be a Class 4 felony. A Class C Misdemeanor is punishable with up to 30 days in jail and/or a fine of up to
$1,500. A Class 4 felony is punishable by up to 1-3
years in prison.
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Todd Copley - Commander
tcopley220@yahoo.com 404-395-6077
John Kapsaroff - SVC
kapsaroj@comcast.net
770-980-0886
Norman Harbaugh - JVC
nrharb@parksprings.net 678-684-3701
George Hooten
Victor Mahoney
FOUNDING EDITORS OF THIS NEWSLETTER

Next Meeting — Oct 13, 2011
Sun

Mon Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

Our speaker for October is Pete Woodruff, commander of Post 29 in
Marietta. Pete enlisted into the Army in 1964 and was selected to serve
on the Presidential Honor Guard, (1st BN, 3d INF, The Old Guard),
Washington, DC as a Sentinel and then Relief Commander, 1st Relief,
Tomb of the Unknown Soldier, Arlington National Cemetery.
After Officer Candidate School (OCS) in 1966, he served several tours in
Vietnam as a Rifle Company Commander during Tet 1968 and then as a
Helicopter Pilot and XO of both a Huey and CH 47 Company in the 70‗s.
Retired from the US Army in 1984, he went to work at Lockheed-Martin
as a Safety Engineer and Coordinator of the C-5, C-130, and F-22 final
lines until retiring from Lockheed in 1998.
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PETITE AUBERGE RESTAURANT
TOCO HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
LUNCH 1130 - 1300
COST $17.00
(Call the JVC if you need help with a ride)
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